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These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar, John MacArthur, take readers on a
journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface, focusing on meaning
and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With probing questions
that guide the reader toward application, as well as ample space for journaling, The MacArthur
Bible Studies are invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages. This work on First Timothy is
part of a New Testament commentary series which has as its objective explaining and applying
Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of the Bible. This
New Testament commentary series reflects the objective of explaining and applying Scripture,
focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of Scripture. This volume is a
study of the book of First Timothy.
These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take readers on a
journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface, focusing on meaning
and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With probing questions
that guide the reader toward application, as well as ample space for journaling, The MacArthur
New Testamant Commentary Series are invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages. This
work on Matthew 8-15 is part of a New Testament commentary series which has as its
objective explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they
relate to the whole of the Bible. This New Testament commentary series reflects the objective
of explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to
the whole of Scripture. This volume is a study of chapters 8-15 of the book of Matthew.
The Old Testament looked forward to the final King of kings who would bring everlasting
salvation and peace. In his Gospel, Matthew demonstrates that Jesus Christ is that King,
perfect in His eternal glory and majesty. As the King's ambassadors, Christians today will find
in Matthew great motivation for heartfelt worship and service. Join John MacArthur as he
explains each verse of Matthew 24–28 in a way that is both doctrinally precise and intensely
practical. Taking into account the cultural, theological, and Old Testament contexts of each
passage, MacArthur tackles interpretive challenges and fairly evaluates differing views, giving
the reader confidence in his conclusions. The MacArthur New Testament Commentary series
comes from the experience, wisdom, and insight of one of the most trusted ministry leaders
and Bible scholars of our day. Each volume was written to be as comprehensive and accurate
as possible, dealing thoroughly with every key phrase and word in the Scripture without being
unnecessarily technical. This commentary will help to give a better, fuller, richer understanding
of God's Word, while challenging the reader to a vibrant personal spiritual walk. A great
resource for pastors, teachers, leaders, students, or anyone desiring to dig deeper into
Scripture
Are there different degrees of faith? Does faith always prove itself only through action? James
provides powerful, practical answers to timeless questions of the Christian faith, including
teaching on how to gain wisdom, prevent hypocrisy, and control the tongue.
Luke 6-10 continues The MacArthur New Testament Commentary's look at the longest of the
four gospels. The commentary provides a verse by verse and phrase by phrase exposition of
the text, taking into account the cultural, theological, and Old Testament contexts of each
passage. Interpretive challenges are fully dealt with, and differing views are fairly evaluated.
The gospel of Luke is unique and provides valuable insight into Christ's life and ministry. For
example, it gives the fullest account of Christ's birth and is the only gospel to record several of
our Lord's parables, including the Good Samaritan and the Two Sons. Use this volume of The
MacArthur New Testament Commentary series to assist you in your study of this cherished
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New Testament book.
These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take readers on a
journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface, focusing on meaning
and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or concept. With probing questions
that guide the reader toward application, The MacArthur Bible Studies are invaluable tools for
Bible students of all ages. The theme of Paul's letter to the Colossians is the complete
adequacy of Christ in contrast to the emptiness of mere human philosophy- a timely message
in the face of the do-it-yourself, anything-goes New Age movement. MacArthur expounds on
Paul's themes as he moves passage-by-passage through the text of Colossians and Philemon.
His careful exegesis and life-changing applications expressed in a clear style and easily
understandable language will appeal to both pastors and laypeople.
These commentaries provide a verse-by-verse and phrase-by-phrase exposition of the text,
taking into account the cultural, theological, and Old Testament contexts of each passage.
Interpretive challenges are fully dealt with, and differing views are fairly evaluated. This set of 4
books covers all of I & II Thessalonians, I & II Timothy, and Titus and is part of a New
Testament commentary series which has as its objective explaining and applying Scripture,
focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of the Bible.

These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar, John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the
surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the explored
passage or concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward
application, as well as ample space for journaling, The MacArthur New
Testamant Commentary Series are invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages.
This work on First Corinthians is part of a New Testament commentary series
which has as its objective explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on the
major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of the Bible.
These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the
surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the explored
passage or concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward
application, as well as ample space for journaling, The MacArthur Bible Studies
are invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages. This work on Romans 1-8 is
part of a New Testament commentary series which has as its objective explaining
and applying Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to
the whole of the Bible.This New Testament commentary series reflects the
objective of explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines
and how they relate to the whole of Scripture. This volume is a study of the first
eight chapters of the Book of Romans.
From one of today's top-selling commentary series comes volume two of the
Gospel of John. MacArthur gives verse-by-verse analysis in context and provides
points of application for passages, illuminating the biblical text in practical and
relevant ways. The series has been praised for its accessibility to lay leaders,
and is a must-have for every pastor's library.
From one of today's top-selling commentary series comes volume one of the
Gospel of John, the 25th installment to the MacArthur New Testament
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Commentary series. John MacArthur gives verse-by-verse analysis in context
and provides points of application for passages, illuminating the biblical text in
practical and relevant ways. The series has been praised for its accessibility to
lay leaders, and is a must-have for every pastor's library.
The early Jewish believers had come from a background of legalism and works.
When God came to earth in human flesh as the New Covenant, these believers
discovered the freedom they could have in Jesus and the relationship they could
enjoy with Him. Yet in the midst of persecution and rejection, they were often
tempted to hold on to the former symbols, rituals, and traditions grounded in the
requirements of the Old Covenant. The unknown author of Hebrews sought to
address this problem by contrasting the Old and New Covenants, brilliantly
showing that Christ is higher than any Old Testament character, priest, ritual, or
sacrifice. Because of Jesus’ life, death, and resurrection, He is the perfect
sacrifice and our own High Priest. And He has given all believers unfettered
access to God! The MacArthur Bible Studies provide intriguing examinations of
the whole of Scripture. Each guide incorporates extensive commentary, detailed
observations on overriding themes, and probing questions to help you study the
Word of God with guidance from John MacArthur.
This is a phrase by phrase commentary on every passage in the New Testament.
It includes: A short introduction covering author, date, time, and setting for each
book of the New Testament Hundreds of word studies as sidebars Each
introduction also includes discussion of God's character, how Christ is seen, key
doctrines, key words, key people, and key Scripture passages that represent the
"theme core" of each book of the New Testament
"The gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God." Those words not only begin
Mark’s gospel, but they also capture one of its most important themes—one that
continues throughout the final eight chapters, beginning with the transfiguration
and culminating with the crucifixion and resurrection of Jesus Christ. Join John
MacArthur as he explains each verse in a way that is both doctrinally precise and
intensely practical. Taking into account the cultural, theological, and Old
Testament contexts of each passage, MacArthur tackles interpretive challenges
and fairly evaluates differing views, giving the reader confidence in his
conclusions. The MacArthur New Testament Commentary series comes from the
experience, wisdom, and insight of one of the most trusted ministry leaders and
Bible scholars of our day. Each volume was written to be as comprehensive and
accurate as possible, dealing thoroughly with every key phrase and word in the
Scripture without being unnecessarily technical. This commentary will help to
give a better, fuller, richer understanding of God's Word, while challenging the
reader to a vibrant personal spiritual walk. A great resource for pastors, teachers,
leaders, students, or anyone desiring to dig deeper into Scripture
The MacArthur Bible Commentary treats every passage of the OT and NT phrase by
phrase, with hundreds of word studies as sidebars throughout.
The Corinthian church required Paul's repeated care. In 2 Corinthians, he continues his
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attempt to correct errors of unchristian practice, worship, and doctrine. Concerned with
false apostles who were leading the church astray, Paul defended his own authority as
God's apostle and sought reconciliation within the church. Respected preacher and
Bible teacher John MacArthur presents yet another comprehensive and compelling
commentary in his New Testament series.
The book of 1 Peter was written to believers scattered throughout Asia Minor. It
addresses the sufferings that come to faithful Christians. As such, it speaks to believers
today who are facing trials. For years now, John MacArthur has been helping Christians
in their study of the New Testament, with verse-by-verse commentary on the
theological ramifications of the passages.
From the bestselling Bible commentator, we are releasing 2 Peter & Jude, the 24th
addition to the MacArthur New Testament Commentary series. This volume will include
9 chapters on 2 Peter and 6 on Jude. These commentaries have been praised for their
accessibility to lay leaders and are a must for the library of every pastor. MacArthur
gives verse-by-verse analysis in context and provides points of application for passages
as well.
The New Testament launches with an eyewitness account of the events of Jesus’ life
from Matthew, a former despised tax collector who experienced a radical conversion
and became one of Jesus’ own disciples. Matthew’s unique view interweaves his
strong Jewish knowledge of the expected Messiah with his personal recollections of the
flesh-and-blood Savior. In the process, he reveals the qualifications that prove Jesus
was the promised Messiah: His miraculous birth, His response to the test of His
kingliness, His inauguration, His miracles, His teachings, and His public ministry. Every
detail of the book of Matthew confirms Jesus’ deity and proves He is the Messiah of
Israel and the Savior of the world. The MacArthur Bible Studies provide intriguing
examinations of the whole of Scripture. Each guide incorporates extensive
commentary, detailed observations on overriding themes, and probing questions to help
you study the Word of God with guidance from John MacArthur.
Truth and love are recurring themes of John's three epistles. As those changed by God,
genuine believers will characteristically love the truth and exhibit true love for others.
John's fiery passion for truth is coupled with his gentle compassion for his readers,
giving these letters a pastoral quality that is nearly unmatched in Scripture. Join John
MacArthur as he explains each verse in a way that is both doctrinally precise and
intensely practical. Taking into account the cultural, theological, and Old Testament
contexts of each passage, MacArthur tackles interpretive challenges and fairly
evaluates differing views, giving the reader confidence in his conclusions. The
MacArthur New Testament Commentary series comes from the experience, wisdom,
and insight of one of the most trusted ministry leaders and Bible scholars of our day.
Each volume was written to be as comprehensive and accurate as possible, dealing
thoroughly with every key phrase and word in the Scripture without being unnecessarily
technical. This commentary will help to give a better, fuller, richer understanding of
God's Word, while challenging the reader to a vibrant personal spiritual walk. A great
resource for pastors, teachers, leaders, students, or anyone desiring to dig deeper into
Scripture
"The gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God." Those words not only begin Mark’s
gospel, but they also capture one of its most important themes—one that builds
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throughout the first eight chapters until it reaches its climax in Mark 8:29, where Peter
acknowledges, "You are the Christ." Join John MacArthur as he explains each verse in
a way that is both doctrinally precise and intensely practical. Taking into account the
cultural, theological, and Old Testament contexts of each passage, MacArthur tackles
interpretive challenges and fairly evaluates differing views, giving the reader confidence
in his conclusions. The MacArthur New Testament Commentary series comes from the
experience, wisdom, and insight of one of the most trusted ministry leaders and Bible
scholars of our day. Each volume was written to be as comprehensive and accurate as
possible, dealing thoroughly with every key phrase and word in the Scripture without
being unnecessarily technical. This commentary will help to give a better, fuller, richer
understanding of God's Word, while challenging the reader to a vibrant personal
spiritual walk. A great resource for pastors, teachers, leaders, students, or anyone
desiring to dig deeper into Scripture
This set includes the entire collection of the MacArthur New Testament Commentary
series: Matthew 1-7, Matthew 8-15, Matthew 16-23, Matthew 24-28, Mark 1-8, Mark
9-16, Luke 1-5, Luke 6-10, Luke 11-17, Luke 18-24, John 1-11, John 12-21, Acts 1-12,
Acts 13-28, Romans 1-8, Romans 9-16, 1 Corinthians, 2 Corinthians, Galatians,
Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians & Philemon, 1 & 2 Thessalonians, 1 Timothy, 2
Timothy, Titus, Hebrews, James, 1 Peter, 2 Peter & Jude, 1-3 John, Revelation 1-11,
and Revelation 12-22. The MacArthur New Testament Commentary series continues to
be one of today's top-selling commentary series. These commentaries from respected
Bible scholar and preacher John MacArthur give a verse-by-verse analysis in context
and provide points of application for passages, illuminating the biblical text in practical
and relevant ways.
These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface,
focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or
concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward application, as well as
ample space for journaling, The MacArthur New Testamant Commentary Series are
invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages. This work on Matthew 24-28 is part of a
New Testament commentary series which has as its objective explaining and applying
Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of the Bible.
This New Testament commentary series reflects the objective of explaining and
applying Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of
Scripture. This volume is a study of chapters 24-28 of the book of Matthew.
These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface,
focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or
concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward application, as well as
ample space for journaling, The MacArthur Bible Studies are invaluable tools for Bible
students of all ages. They claim to know God, but by their actions they deny him. - Titus
1:16Somewhere along the line we've lost the true meaning of being a Christian. These
days, it seems that everyone who is not a follower of some other major world religion is
considered a Christian. The United States is considered a Christian country, yet its
declining morals, its tolerance of sin, and its growing disdain for any association with
the Bible proves otherwise.In the third of the pastoral epistles, Paul reminds Titus that
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faith and actions go hand in hand. He emphasizes the importance of worthy conduct
and instructs the church to teach sound Christian doctrine in the face of prevailing
heresy.Join John MacArthur as he studies God's Word in order to understand and
apply the instructions given in book of Titus.
Philippians is the most personal letter Paul wrote to a church. In it, he addresses many
challenging aspects of the Christian life such as joy, humility, and spiritual unity.
Respected preacher and Bible teacher, John MacArthur, presents yet another
comprehensive and compelling commentary in his New Testament Series. Readers will
find this resource indispensable for their study of this excellent epistle.
These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface,
focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or
concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward application, as well as
ample space for journaling, The MacArthur New Testamant Commentary Series are
invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages. This work on Matthew 1-7 is part of a
New Testament commentary series which has as its objective explaining and applying
Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of the Bible.
This New Testament commentary series reflects the objective of explaining and
applying Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of
Scripture. This volume is a study of the first seven chapters of the book of Matthew.
Mark 9-16 begins The MacArthur New Testament Commentary's look at the second of
the four gospels. The commentary provides a verse by verse and phrase by phrase
exposition of the text, taking into account the cultural, theological, and Old Testament
contexts of each passage. Interpretive challenges are fully dealt with, and differing
views are fairly evaluated. These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar
John MacArthur, take readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies
beneath the surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the
explored passage or concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward
application, as well as ample space for journaling, these are invaluable tools for Bible
students of all ages. Use this volume of The MacArthur New Testament Commentary
series to assist you in your study of this cherished New Testament book.
Nowhere else than in 1st and 2nd Thessalonians does the apostle Paul deal so
extensively with the second coming of Jesus Christ. Understanding this amazing event
is key to developing and sustaining the Christian's hope, discipline, and evangelism.
Respected preacher and Bible teacher, John MacArthur, presents yet another
comprehensive and compelling commentary in his New Testament Series. Readers will
find this resource indispensable for their study of these excellent epistles.
These commentaries, part of a set from noted Bible scholar John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface,
focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or
concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward application, as well as
ample space for journaling, The MacArthur New Testament Commentaries are
invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages.This work on Hebrews is part of a New
Testament commentary series which has as its objective explaining and applying
Scripture, focusing on the major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of the Bible.
Mark 1-8 begins The MacArthur New Testament Commentary's look at the second of
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the four gospels. The commentary provides a verse by verse and phrase by phrase
exposition of the text, taking into account the cultural, theological, and Old Testament
contexts of each passage. Interpretive challenges are fully dealt with, and differing
views are fairly evaluated. These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar
John MacArthur, take readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies
beneath the surface, focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the
explored passage or concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward
application, as well as ample space for journaling, these are invaluable tools for Bible
students of all ages. Use this volume of The MacArthur New Testament Commentary
series to assist you in your study of this cherished New Testament book.
No book in the scripture reveals the glory of God and Christ in more splendor than
Revelation. At the same time, no book has been more misunderstood or neglected. Yet
God wants His children to know this book, and blessings are stored up for those who
study its riches. Join John MacArthur as he explains each verse in a way that is both
doctrinally precise and intensely practical. Taking into account the cultural, theological,
and Old Testament contexts of each passage, MacArthur tackles interpretive
challenges and fairly evaluates differing views, giving the reader confidence in his
conclusions. The MacArthur New Testament Commentary series comes from the
experience, wisdom, and insight of one of the most trusted ministry leaders and Bible
scholars of our day. Each volume was written to be as comprehensive and accurate as
possible, dealing thoroughly with every key phrase and word in the Scripture without
being unnecessarily technical. This commentary will help to give a better, fuller, richer
understanding of God's Word, while challenging the reader to a vibrant personal
spiritual walk. A great resource for pastors, teachers, leaders, students, or anyone
desiring to dig deeper into Scripture
Among the most helpful features of the MacArthur New Testament Commentary set are
the indexes in the back of each book. This practical resource combines all indexes of
the 33-volume set into one convenient location. If you want to know where MacArthur
discusses a certain Greek word, Bible verse, or biblical-theological subject—across his
whole set of commentaries—you can find out in just the turn of a page, and then begin
your in-depth study from there. The MacArthur New Testament Commentary is for
anyone who wants to dig deeper into God's Word, and this resource is a welcomed tool
for that worthy endeavor.
These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar, John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface,
focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or
concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward application, as well as
ample space for journaling, The MacArthur Bible Studies are invaluable tools for Bible
students of all ages. This work on Ephesians is part of a New Testament commentary
series which has as its objective explaining and applying Scripture, focusing on the
major doctrines and how they relate to the whole of the Bible.
These study guides, part of a set from noted Bible scholar, John MacArthur, take
readers on a journey through biblical texts to discover what lies beneath the surface,
focusing on meaning and context, and then reflecting on the explored passage or
concept. With probing questions that guide the reader toward application, The
MacArthur Bible Studies are invaluable tools for Bible students of all ages. The book of
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Acts is the first volume of church history. It records the story of the church from its
explosive beginning on the Day of Pentecost to the imprisonment at Rome of its
greatest missionary. During those three decades, the church expanded from a small
group of Jewish believers gathered in Jerusalem to embrace thousands in dozens of
congregations throughout the Roman world. Acts describes how the Spirit of God
superintended, controlled, and empowered the expansion of the church. Although a
work of history, not theology, Acts nevertheless emphasizes the doctrinal truths
concerning salvation, the work and person of the Holy Spirit, and other theological
issues. Join John MacArthur as he searches the pages of the book of Acts to uncover
the intricacies of God's Word spoken to His people.
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